Fauci Likely to Birth His Own COVID Variant After Paxlovid
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STORY AT-A-GLANCE
 The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention issued a warning about the potential
for COVID-19 rebound after Paxlovid treatment
 Dr. Anthony Fauci took Paxlovid for COVID-19, tested negative, then developed worsened
symptoms, known as COVID-19 rebound; he then took a second course of the drug
 People who take Paxlovid can still transmit COVID-19 to others, even if they’re
asymptomatic
 Two separate studies suggest Paxlovid is causing SARS-CoV-2 to mutate and develop
resistance to the drug
 Despite the many questions regarding Paxlovid’s association with rebound infections and
mutations, Pfizer is moving ahead and seeking full approval of the drug from the FDA

Pfizer’s Paxlovid was granted emergency use authorization to treat mild to moderate
COVID-19 in December 2021.1 The drug consists of nirmatrelvir tablets — the antiviral
component — and ritonavir tablets, which are intended to slow the breakdown of
nirmatrelvir.2
What started out as a slow rollout — only 40,000 or fewer prescriptions were written for
the drug in the U.S. each week through April 2022 — has gained steam, with more than
160,000 Paxlovid prescriptions now being issued each week.3 As of June 30, 2022, 1.6
million courses of Paxlovid have been prescribed in the U.S. since its emergency use
approval in December.4

Yet, this increase in prescribing could be contributing to one of the significant downfalls
of the drug — the creation of selective pressure on SARS-CoV-2, which promotes
mutations that could make it resistant to the drug.5 The U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention also issued a warning to health care providers and public health
departments about the potential for COVID-19 rebound after Paxlovid treatment.6
This recently happened to Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the U.S. National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), who experienced a return of COVID-19
symptoms after taking Paxlovid. He then took a second course of the drug, which could
trigger even more mutations in the virus.

Paxlovid Triggers Fauci’s COVID-19 Rebound
Fauci said he tested positive for COVID-19, with only minimal symptoms. As his
symptoms increased, he took Paxlovid for five days, after which he tested negative for
three consecutive days. On the fourth day of testing, he tested positive for COVID-19
again, with symptoms worse off than they were the first time.
"It was sort of what people are referring to as a Paxlovid rebound," he said. “... Over the
next day or so I started to feel really poorly, much worse than in the first go around.”7 He
was then prescribed a second course of Paxlovid.
On June 30, he stated, “I went back on Paxlovid, and right now I am on my fourth day of
a five-day course of my second course of Paxlovid. Fortunately, I feel reasonably good. I
mean, I'm not completely without symptoms, but I certainly don't feel acutely ill.”8 In the
CDC’s health advisory regarding COVID-19 rebound after Paxlovid treatment it’s stated:9
“Recent case reports document that some patients with normal immune
response who have completed a 5-day course of Paxlovid for laboratoryconfirmed infection and have recovered can experience recurrent illness 2 to 8
days later, including patients who have been vaccinated and/or boosted ...
These cases of COVID-19 rebound had negative test results after Paxlovid
treatment and had subsequent positive viral antigen and/or reverse

transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) testing.”

COVID-19 Still Spreads During Paxlovid Rebound
People who take Paxlovid can still transmit COVID-19 to others, even if they’re
asymptomatic, according to a preprint study.10 Study author Dr. Michael Charness of the
Veterans Administration Medical Center in Boston told CNN, "People who experience
rebound are at risk of transmitting to other people, even though they're outside what
people accept as the usual window for being able to transmit."11
The CDC12 and Pfizer13 have suggested that sometimes COVID-19 naturally comes back
after a person tests negative, implying that COVID-19 rebound is spontaneous and not
necessarily linked to Paxlovid. However, Charness and colleagues didn’t find this to be
the case. When they analyzed 1,000 cases of COVID-19 diagnosed among members of
the National Basketball Association — none of whom took Paxlovid — no cases of
COVID-19 rebound were found.14
Research published in Clinical Infectious Diseases15 looked into why Paxlovid may be
leading to rebound symptoms and suggests it could be the result of insufficient
exposure to the drug.16 “Not enough of the drug was getting to infected cells to stop all
viral replication,” UC San Diego Health reported. “They suggested this may be due to the
drug being metabolized more quickly in some individuals or that the drug needs to be
delivered over a longer treatment duration.”17

Pfizer Seeks FDA Approval for Paxlovid
Despite the many questions regarding Paxlovid’s association with rebound infections,
Pfizer is moving ahead and seeking full approval of the drug from the FDA.18 The drug’s
emergency use authorization restricts who the drug can be sold and marketed to. Once
full FDA approval is granted, Pfizer can market the drug directly to consumers.
Paxlovid’s emergency use authorization allows it to be prescribed for adults and children
ages 12 and older who are at high risk for progression to severe COVID-19.19 Pfizer

estimates that up to 60% of the U.S. population meets these criteria and has at least one
risk factor for severe illness, such as obesity or diabetes, making them eligible for the
drug.20
However, concerns have risen over whether Paxlovid, which is said to cut the risk of
hospitalization or death by 86% in high-risk patients, when taken within five days of
symptoms starting,21 is effective in people who are not high-risk.
In fact, Pfizer stopped a large trial of Paxlovid in standard-risk patients because it didn’t
show significant protection against hospitalization or death in this group.22 According to
a news release from Pfizer:23
“In previously reported interim analyses, the company disclosed that the novel
primary endpoint of self-reported, sustained alleviation of all symptoms for four
consecutive days was not met, and a non-significant 70% relative risk reduction
was observed in the key secondary endpoint of hospitalization or death
(treatment arm: 3/428; placebo: 10/426).
An updated analysis from 1,153 patients enrolled through December 2021
showed a non-significant 51% relative risk reduction (treatment arm: 5/576;
placebo: 10/569). A sub-group analysis of 721 vaccinated adults with at least
one risk factor for progression to severe COVID-19 showed a non-significant
57% relative risk reduction in hospitalization or death (treatment arm: 3/361;
placebo: 7/360).”

Is Paxlovid Triggering SARS-CoV-2 Mutations?
Initial reports have suggested that SARS-CoV-2 is not mutating and becoming resistant
to Paxlovid, but some experts believe it’s only a matter of time before this occurs — and
emerging research suggests it’s already happened.
David Ho, a virologist at the Aaron Diamond AIDS Research Center at Columbia
University, was among the first to document resistance mutations in HIV 30 years ago

and believes the same may be coming with SARS-CoV-2.24 He’s also experienced postPaxlovid COVID-19 rebound firsthand. Bloomberg reported:25
“Ho said he came down with COVID on April 6 ... His doctor prescribed Paxlovid,
and within days of taking it, his symptoms dissipated and tests turned negative.
But 10 days after first getting sick, the symptoms returned and his tests turned
positive for another two days.
Ho said he sequenced his own virus and found that both infections were from
the same strain, confirming that the virus had not mutated and become
resistant to Paxlovid. A second family member who also got sick around the
same time also had post-Paxlovid rebound in symptoms and virus, Ho says.
‘It surprised the heck out of me,’ he said. ‘Up until that point I had not heard of
such cases elsewhere.’ While the reasons for the rebound are still unclear, Ho
theorizes that it may occur when a small proportion of virus-infected cells may
remain viable and resume pumping out viral progeny once treatment stops.”

Studies Show COVID-19 Virus Developing Paxlovid Resistance
Two separate studies cultured SARS-CoV-2 in a lab and exposed it to low levels of
nirmatrelvir, which would kill some, but not all, of the virus. “Such tests are meant to
simulate what might happen in an infected person who doesn’t take the whole regimen
of the drug or an immunocompromised patient who has trouble clearing the virus,”
Science reported.26
One of the studies revealed that SARS-CoV-2 developed three mutations after 12 rounds
of nirmatrelvir treatment — “at positions 50, 166 and 167 in the string of amino acids
that make up MPRO.”27 The mutations amounted to a 20-fold reduction in the virus’
susceptibility to nirmatrelvir.28 The other study29 also found mutations at positions 50
and 166, revealing that when they occurred together, SARS-CoV-2 became 80 times less
susceptible to nirmatrelvir. According to the study:30

“Reverse genetic studies in a homologous infectious cell culture system
revealed up to 80-fold resistance conferred by the combination of substitutions
L50F and E166V. Resistant variants had high fitness increasing the likelihood of
occurrence and spread of resistance.”
Lead study author Judith Margarete Gottwein with the University of Copenhagen told
Science, “This tells us what mutations we should be looking for [in patients].”31 Ho, who
was not involved in these studies, agreed that it appeared mutations were an inevitable
outcome.
He told Science, “when you put pressure on the virus it escapes ... Given the amount of
infections out there, it’s going to come.”32 It’s also completely unknown what may happen
when two courses of Paxlovid are taken in quick succession to treat COVID-19 rebound
— as occurred with Fauci. It's possible that ever-mutating COVID-19 variants could be
created.
Other antivirals on the market to treat COVID-19 have also led to concerns over
mutations. Molnupiravir (sold under the brand name Lagevrio) was developed by Merck
and Ridgeback Therapeutics and approved by the FDA for emergency use December 23,
2021, for high-risk patients with mild to moderate COVID symptoms.
However, not only might it contribute to cancer and birth defects, it may also
supercharge the rate at which the virus mutates inside the patient, resulting in newer
and more resistant variants.33

Other Early COVID-19 Treatments Ignored
Using drugs that cause high rates of organ failure, like remdesivir, and drugs that cause
the virus to rebound with a vengeance, like Paxlovid, and potentially trigger mutations
don’t seem to be in the best interest of public health. The fact that U.S. health
authorities have focused on these drugs to the exclusion of all others, including older
drugs with high rates of effectiveness and superior safety profiles, sends a very
disturbing message.

An investigation by Cornell University, posted on the University’s preprint server January
20, 2022, found ivermectin outperformed 10 other drugs against COVID-19, making it
the most effective against the Omicron variant.34 It even outperformed Paxlovid, yet it’s
been vilified by health officials and mainstream media.
Remdesivir costs between $2,340 and $3,120,35 and nirmatrelvir costs $529 per five-day
treatment,36 while the average treatment cost for ivermectin is $58.37 Do you think this
has anything to do with ivermectin’s vilification?
Paxlovid alone has cost U.S. taxpayers $5.29 billion,38 while safe and less expensive
options exist. Dr. Pierre Kory, who is part of the group that formed the Front Line COVID19 Critical Care Working Group (FLCCC) to advance early treatments for COVID-19,
pleaded with the U.S. government early on in the pandemic to review the expansive data
on ivermectin to prevent COVID-19, keep those with early symptoms from progressing
and help critically ill patients recover — to no avail.39,40
However, if you’d like to learn more about its potential uses for SARS-CoV-2, FLCCC’s IMASK+ protocol can be downloaded in full,41 giving you step-by-step instructions on
how to prevent and treat the early symptoms of COVID-19.
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